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About Us
PowerCloud is a company that has created an electronic device capable of wirelessly 

charging multiple devices at once within a 30 ft. radius. We strive to revolutionize the way 
our customers live their daily lives in aspect of technology. Pairing your device to our product 
will instantly start charging your device until it reaches 100% without having to deal with 
unreliable cable chargers that fall apart. In order to charge the device you wish, you simply step 
in within the charge radius, connect your device through our PowerCloud app and your device 
is automatically being wirelessly charged.

Company Branding

POWERCLOUD 
We Bring The Power To You 
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Fonts
Helvetica Neue
This font was chosen because it is easy to read and shows 
professionalism.

Neo Latina
This font was chosen to be as a creative font to show that 
PowerCloud is not only about sophistication but also creativity.

Air strike
This font is mainly used for flyers, banners, and 

pamphlets.

This logo was chosen because we the company felt that it says 
exactly what we want you to think when you see this image. The 
cloud represents the radius of the wireless charging and the Power 
button symbolizes the energy given to the devices.

These colors were chosen because we wanted our costomers to 
look at us and see that we can be trusted and we are confident to 
pursue our goal as a successful business
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POWERCLOUD
1401 South Grand Avenue Santa Ana , CA 92705

Wireless Charging Technologies

1401 S Grand Ave 
Santa Ana CA, 92705
powercloud.ca@veinternational.org

www.powerclouds.us

(714) 796-7433

“Step In & Power Up”
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1401 S. Grand Ave. 
Santa Ana, CA 92705 
Arts & Publications Team 
powercloud.ca@veinternational.org

Powercloud is a well-managed company that provides wireless 
innovativee products. We offer a variety of wireless charging 
systems that people can trust. What puts us ahead of other 
competitors is that charging your phone can be taken on the go 
or at home without the struggle of cables. Powerclouds mission 
is to meet our customers expectation and make charging easier. 

Company Letterhead and Company Description

Here at PowerCloud we understand the importance of meeting the 
needs of our customers. PowerCloud has manufactured a device 
that can solve the problems that people face on a daily basis and 
ease the life of the consumers. With a 10 ft. radius and a charging 
capacity of up to 8 devices simultaneously, charging has never been 
easier. We also we programmed our transmitters and receivers to 
stop charging devices the second they reach 100% battery to prevent 
overcharging. With new products being developed, we expect to 
see major improvements to our selection of devices as well as a 
bigger variety of products to offer.



Social Media
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WEBSITE

Take the first step and power up 
@powerclouds.us to see how charging your 
mobile device(s) can be taken to the next 
level.
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